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12V/24V - 3 in one  
Jump Starter, Battery Charging and Power Supply System

No fear of centre tapped charging problems 
as both the 12V battery and 24V battery are 
charged independently at their own profile. 
Thus, automatically balancing the 24V bank. 

Freedom to maintain a 
12V appliance battery for 
an inverter (example) 
with the convenience of 
having a 24V and 12V 
bank for jump starting. 

Battery banks do not need to be identical. The 
12V battery, for example, could be larger 
(200Ah+) to accommodate an inverter or other 
12V appliances. The neighbouring battery 
(combined for 24V) could be smaller as this 
could be 60Ah  just needed for putting in series 
for the 24V jump. 

This system suits regen. 
braking / smart alternators. It 
shall, therefore, complement 
modern Euro 5/6+ engines. 

Both the appliance batteries and the 
batteries required to be jumped can 
be fast charged, provided the 
vehicle’s engine is running.

The preset fast charging profile is: 
Bulk / absorption of 14.4V (28.8V) and 
a float voltage of 13.5V (27.0V). 

You can also force the charger into a 
boosted voltage of 14.8V (29.6V) if 
optional 2 is use. For option 1 simply 
stop service engine an then restart 
and you will automatically be in fast 
charge mode to the jump start vehicle.

Allows you to charge the batteries in a 12V and/or 24V 
mode at 30A / 12V and 30A / 24V when the service vehicle’s 
engine is running.
   The charge is fast / boosted and is voltage regulated to 
prevent damage to any onboard ECU. This also allows 
smaller jump start batteries to be used as a 5-10 min 
connection to the charging system which will usually give 
sufficient charge to the batteries so that the jump start 
batteries are hardly used. In fact, with this system there is 
no real need for the batteries at all , as long as the batteries, 
to be jumped, are simply low and just need a fast charge. 
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Module 1 (below) fast / boost charges the auxiliary 12V/24V service batteries on the service vehicle when engine is running - 
this jump start and battery charging scheme is fully voltage regulated to prevent high voltages and so preventing any damage to 
the vehicle you are working on, for example, its ancillary equipment - such as ECUs. The unit can also continuously supply 24V 
to the lorry to charge the batteries. It can be left on indefinitely (as long as the van is running) as a power supply to allow long term 
heavy duty work to be carried out - tail lifts, etc. The service batteries are the donor batteries (below) in the jump starting process. 
These batteries, whether they be 12V or 24V, can be charged independently at 12V or 24V (isolated) at about 30A (12V or 24V). 
Simply connect it between the vehicle’s starter battery and the donor battery (as depicted below). This system shall 
automatically do all the charging with no human interaction.  can be used for manual jump starting, where the operator  Module 1
wishes to manually choose between 12V and 24V when jumping the recipient battery (overleaf). This offers both jump start and 
fast charge. Module 1 can be used without Module 2, the auto select module. The service vehicle’s own electrical system is fully 
protected from back feeds from the 12/24V side and any surges which will take place in the service vehicle’s jump start system. 

Module 2 (next page) This module adds an extra safety layer and  
automates the jumping procedure. It auto selects the correct 
voltage (12V or 24V) for jumping the recipient batteries. It also 
disengages the circuit when the jumping clips have been 
disconnected from the recipient battery terminals ensuring any 
jump leads not connected to a battery are “dead”. Module 2 also 
relays on the regulated charge profile generated from module 1 to 
the recipient batteries. You can also force the unit to operate 
outside of its preset parameters, in the few circumstances where 
this is required.
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new features 
regulated fast  charge with button side ( do not use the term boost charge )
battery type selection if required  on rotary switch   

Please read and fully 
understand fitting

and operation
 instructions 

before installation
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Fault (see instructions)

Conditioning (flash) / Float (on)

Boost (flash) / Absorption (on)

Vehicle input V OK / Standby flash

0-12V 12-24V
Battery Battery

Vehicle
battery 
input 

14.8V / > 14.8V Flash

14.4V

14.0V

13.6V

13.2V

12.8V

12.4V / < 12.4V Flash

Batteries must be linked

12V/24V JUMP START JSC1 - isolated DC-DC charging system with centre tapped enabled function   

To vehicle common
negative

STERLI  G

POWER

Fast charge
Manual Engage
‘push’ button

LEDs on both sides of box

If the charger has settled 
into float mode and you 
wish to force it back to fast 
charge, press ‘push’ on 
the side of the charger.

push

System can be centre tapped for 
power extraction at 12V tap.
No need for both batteries to be 
same amp hr capacity 

www.sterling-power.com
www.sterling-power-usa.com

Designed and Developed
in England made in Taiwan

IP67 waterproof

Suitable for use with modern engines with Smart Alts/regen systems 
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12V/24V - 3 in one  
Jump Starter, Battery Charging and Power Supply System

Jump Starting Modules

Module 1 kit (JSC1MK) optional  
JSC1MK - what comes with the kit?
- 3 x 100A (GANL100A) fuse. 
- 3 x GANL fuse holder (GFH8). 
- 12 x 8mm eye terminals for crimping/soldering to charge cables. 
- THE KIT DOES NOT INCLUDE THE CHARGER. 

Fuse Holders and Fuses

Module 1 - JSC1
Jump starter | DC to DC charger | Power Supply | Battery Balancer

3 x GFH8

3 x 100A GANL fuse

Part Description Code

Module 1 (just the charger) 12V to 12V/24V Charger 30A w/ 2m pre-wired DC cable JSC1

Module Kit (not inc. charger) 3 x100A ANL fuse + 3 fuse holders + 12 x 8mm eye terminals JSC1MK
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